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Epidemiologic Evidence Concerning the Bereavement Exclusion in Major Depression

There has been considerable debate over the validity of the bereavement exclusion in the diagnosis of major depressive episode (MDE) and much controversy about whether the bereavement exclusion should be maintained in DSM-5. Mojtabai investigated the issue using data from the National Epidemiologic Survey on Alcohol and Related Conditions and concluded that the bereavement exclusion should be maintained in DSM-5.1 We analyzed the same data and came to a different conclusion.2 Herein, we discuss why we think our 2 studies arrived at different conclusions and their implications for revising the diagnostic criteria.

Both of our studies compared bereavement-related depression with nonbereavement depression on a wide range of factors thought to be indicative of underlying psychopathology such as family history and future recurrence risk. The important difference between our studies concerns the issue of “complicated” bereavement, by which we mean a depressive episode occurring in the context of bereavement that is nevertheless severe (ie, associated with marked functional impairment, morbid preoccupation with worthlessness, suicidal ideation, psychomotor retardation, or psychotic symptoms) or prolonged (ie, duration >2 months). Complicated bereavement refers to bereavement-related depression that nonetheless qualifies for a diagnosis of MDE because of its severity or duration. Both of our studies are limited by the inability of the National Epidemiologic Survey on Alcohol and Related Conditions to fully operationalize the DSM criteria for complicated bereavement (eg, no assessment of psychotic symptoms).

The DSM-IV divides depressive episodes into 3 types: (1) bereavement-related depression that does not qualify for a diagnosis (what we termed bereavement-excluded depression); (2) complicated bereavement; and (3) depression unrelated to bereavement. The following predictions can be derived from the DSM-IV taxonomy: first, bereavement-excluded depression will score lower on external indicators of psychopathology than complicated bereavement and MDE, and second, complicated bereavement will score similarly on disorder indicators as MDE. In other words, the DSM-IV criteria would predict that group 1 would be less “disordered” than groups 2 and 3 and that groups 2 and 3 would be equally disordered. These predictions follow from the theoretical propositions that bereavement following the death of a loved one is common and should generally not be considered a psychiatric disorder and that some bereavement reactions do become severe enough to evolve into a psychiatric disorder.

Both of our studies supported the first prediction—bereavement-related depression was in many ways less pathological than depression unrelated to bereavement. However, in the Mojtabai study, the second prediction was not thoroughly investigated. His primary analyses did not account for the presence of the DSM-IV’s complicated features of bereavement-related depression (other than duration), and his secondary analyses (except for one comparison involving recurrence risk) grouped cases of complicated bereavement together with cases of depression unrelated to bereavement. As a result, the Mojtabai study addressed only one aspect of the bereavement exclusion.

In contrast, our analyses distinguished between bereavement-excluded depression and complicated bereavement in all comparisons. We found that complicated bereavement was much more similar to bereavement-excluded depression than it was to MDE—contrary to DSM-IV’s prediction. For example, cases of bereavement-excluded depression and complicated bereavement were both less likely to have a recurrence during 3 years of follow-up than individuals with MDE. Mojtabai concluded that his results oppose the current draft recommendation for DSM-5 that eliminates the bereavement exclusion. We question this conclusion because we found no evidence to support the DSM-IV criteria for complicated bereavement. In our study, the DSM-IV criteria for complicated bereavement failed to identify cases of bereavement-related depression (ie, cases as severe as depression unrelated to bereavement).

In our opinion, decisions about the future of the bereavement exclusion should be guided by evidence concerning the validity of the exclusion as well as by evidence concerning the validity of the exception. This reflects what we view as a consensus on both sides of the debate against categorically excluding all bereavement-related depressions without any exception for “complicatedness.”

Imposing a diagnostic threshold on an essentially dimensional construct entails trade-offs between overdiagnosis and underdiagnosis (or more precisely, sensitivity vs specificity). Questions raised about diagnosing depression occurring in the context of bereavement are motivated by a concern for overdiagnosis; we think it is equally important to address the exception to the bereavement exclusion to guard against underdiagnosis.
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In reply

As Gilman and colleagues note in their letter, they came to a different conclusion from their analyses of bereavement-related depressive episodes in the National Epidemiologic Survey of Alcohol and Related Conditions (NESARC) than I did. The important difference between our analyses is with regard to “complicated” bereavement, which they defined as a depressive episode occurring in the context of bereavement that is nevertheless severe (ie, associated with marked functional impairment, morbid preoccupation with worthlessness, suicidal ideation, psychomotor retardation, or psychotic symptoms) or prolonged (ie, duration >2 months).

Gilman and colleagues found that complicated bereavement is not distinguishable from the bereavement-related episodes that would be excluded from the major depression category in DSM-IV (bereavement-excluded cases). On this basis, they questioned my conclusion that the NESARC results do not support the DSM-5 draft proposal to eliminate the bereavement exclusion.

Gilman and colleagues correctly note that my analyses of NESARC did not compare complicated bereavement with bereavement-unrelated major depressive episodes. This is because the variable of bereavement history in the released NESARC data on which my analyses were based less than 2 months.

The numbers reported in the Gilman et al article suggest that they used this same variable to identify their complicated bereavement cases. Using this variable, cases of complicated bereavement that lasted 2 or more months cannot be identified. Many bereavement-related depressive episodes in community samples last much longer than 2 months. Therefore, the conclusion of Gilman and colleagues that DSM-IV criteria cannot differentiate between bereavement-excluded cases and complicated bereavement may simply be a result of selective sampling of complicated bereavement cases with brief duration, which tend to be less severe and have a better course. The argument by Gilman and colleagues for eliminating the bereavement exclusion also contains a logical flaw. Their finding of similarities between complicated bereavement and bereavement-excluded episodes and the striking differences between these cases and bereavement-unrelated major depressive episodes would argue for expanding the bereavement exclusion in DSM-5 to incorporate complicated bereavement cases, not eliminating the bereavement exclusion altogether. Expanding the bereavement exclusion criterion can be done by extending the duration allowed and/or by removing all or some of the severity indicators. Indeed, a number of recent studies have found that extending the duration would improve the validity of the bereavement exclusion criterion.

Finally, Gilman and colleagues argue in their article that the bereavement exclusion is contradictory with the DSM as a "phenomenologically based nosology that purports not to incorporate assumptions about causal mechanisms into the diagnostic criteria." However, many Axis I disorders in the DSM-IV exclude cases that meet the symptom criteria for these mental disorders but are caused by substances or general medical conditions. These exclusion criteria were maintained in the DSM-5 draft. Similar to these exclusion criteria, the bereavement exclusion criterion aims to improve the validity of the major depression category and provide diagnostic guidance for clinicians.
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